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Abstract

This work presents improvements of the description of liquid water within the self-

consistent-charge density-functional based tight-binding scheme combining the use of

Weighted Mulliken (WMull) charges and optimized O-H repulsive potential through the

Iterative Boltzmann Inversion (IBI) process. The quality of the newly developed models

is validated considering pair radial distribution functions (RDFs), as well as other

structural, energetic, thermodynamic, and dynamic properties. The use of WMull

charges certainly improves the agreement with experimental data, however leading to

over-structured RDFs at short distance, that can be further improved by considering

an optimized O-H repulsive potential obtained by the IBI process. Three different

schemes were used to optimize this potential: (i) optimization including short O-H

distances. This led to accurate RDFs as well as improved self-diffusion coefficient and

heat of vaporization while proton transfer energy barrier is severely deteriorated ; (ii)

optimization starting at long distance. The proton transfer energy barrier is recovered

while the heat of vaporization is deteriorated and the O-H RDF is less accurate at short

distance ; (iii) optimization within the path-integral molecular dynamics scheme which

allows to exclude nuclear quantum effects from the repulsive potential. The latter

potential, in conjunction with the WMull improved atomic charges, provides similar

results as (i) for structural, dynamic and thermodynamic properties while recovering a

large part of the proton transfer energy barrier. It therefore offers a good compromise

to study both dynamic properties and chemistry within liquid water at a quantum

chemical level.

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to its tremendous importance on Earth, liquid water has raised a lot of interest all the

more as it displays a variety of anomalous behaviors that makes it a fascinating substance.

It has motivated a considerable amount of studies under various conditions,1–7 among which

theoretical investigations focusing on its structural and dynamic properties.2–16 Despite con-
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tinuous theoretical efforts and methodological improvements, the simulation of liquid water

remains challenging. The variety of theoretical issues that arises always necessitates to find

an appropriate compromise between computational cost and accuracy. Force fields (FFs)

have been developed to model liquid water under various intensive parameters (T,P) with a

low computational cost. Both non-polarizable FFs, for instance TIPnP17–20 and SPC/E21

models, and polarizable FFs, for instance Thole-type models (TTM),22–25 AMOEBA mod-

els,26–28 and others,29–31 lead to accurate results for macroscopic properties of liquid water

considering systems containing up to thousands of atoms for up to microseconds simulations.

Among them, the MB-pol water model32–34 has been shown to quantitatively reproduce a

large variety of properties of liquid water and can be considered to date as the most ac-

curate FF potential for modelling liquid water.30,35 However, due to the lack of an explicit

description of electronic structure, a proper description of solvation properties and chemical

reactivity involving the solvent water molecules are out of reach, or becomes computationally

very demanding, and FF potentials also suffer from transferability issues. A way to intro-

duce the description of electronic structure at a low computational cost is to use density

functional theory (DFT). DFT methods have been widely used to model liquid water at the

atomic level and it has been shown that an accurate description at this level requires disper-

sion corrections,36–38 an hybrid functional38–40 as well as the inclusion of nuclear quantum

effects (NQEs)7,16,41–44 using, for instance, the path-integral molecular dynamics (PIMD)

scheme.45–48 The use of an hybrid functional and dispersion corrections already leads to very

accurate pair radial distribution functions (RDFs), as demonstrated in the work of DiStasio

et al.,38 but at a rather high computational cost although the NQEs were not taken into

account. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using DFT would thus be hardly feasible to

obtain converged dynamic properties due to a tremendous computational cost.

A way for improvement has recently been explored by benefiting from machine learning

(ML) algorithms. For instance, Dasgupta et al. proposed to increase the accuracy of the

strongly constrained and appropriate normed (SCAN) functional,49 a meta-GGA functional
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known to provide good prediction of liquid water properties, through a density-corrected

many-body formalism based on a data-driven approach, namely MB-SCAN(DC).15 This

method allows to reproduce coupled cluster accuracy for structures and binding energies of

water clusters. The interest of this method is that MD simulations carried out with MB-

SCAN(DC) also reproduce the properties of liquid water. A deep neural-network (DNN)

potential for liquid water was also trained with data obtained from the SCAN0 functional,

that includes 10% of exact exchange, improving the description of liquid water with respect

to the SCAN functional.50 It was used to conduct 2 ns MD simulations and 500 ps PIMD

simulations, which is much longer than common DFT MD and PIMD simulations, while

maintaining DFT accuracy. This leads to a very good extrapolated value of the self-diffusion

coefficient of liquid water, 0.29 Å2.ps−1 at 300 K, as compared to the experimental value

of 0.24 Å2.ps−1. However, the predicted H-bond network remains overstructured and the

density remains slightly overestimated (1.041 g.cm−3 with PIMD and 1.030 g.cm−3 with

MD) with respect to experimental values.50 Other studies have recently proposed DNN

potentials for liquid water trained on high level DFT or wavefunction data,51–53 but as for

FFs, their range of applicability and transferability is yet to be tested.

Apart from the combination with ML algorithms, in between FF and DFT, the density-

functional based tight-binding (DFTB) formalism54–57 appears as an intermediate method

of choice in terms of computational cost and accuracy. It provides an explicit electronic

structure description while reducing the computational cost with respect to standard DFT

methods, allowing to model large molecular systems. Furthermore, the transferability of

its parameters is a considerable advantage over FF approaches, which makes it possible to

study a variety of systems and chemical reactions without need of a specific parametrisation

procedure. Obtaining a good description of liquid water using a DFTB hamiltonian has

thus been the subject of several studies. Unfortunatly, the original formulation of DFTB

in its self-consistent-charge formulation (SCC-DFTB),54 was shown to provide a poor de-

scription of this system.58–61 The comparison between the computed gOO(r), gOH(r) and
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gHH(r) and experimental RDFs demonstrated an overcoordinated first solvation shell and

an overall lack of structuration in the second and third solvation shells. A few proposals were

made to improve this description. Maupin et al. first proposed a modified scheme which

includes a hydrogen bonding damping function (HBD).57,58 However, the main defaults of

the original SCC-DFTB scheme remain. In 2013, Doemer et al. first proposed to optimize,

following the Iterative Boltzmann Inversion (IBI) method, the O-O or O-H repulsive poten-

tials of the SCC-DFTB hamiltonian to fit RDFs obtained at the DFT level and obtained

considerable improvements with respect to original SCC-DFTB.62 More recently, Lourenço

et al. improved significantly the description of liquid water tuning both the O-O and O-H

repulsive potentials by means of the same IBI process.60 Based on detailed comparisons with

experiments and other simulations, the authors discussed the achievements and failures of

the proposed SCC-DFTB potentials. Meanwhile, Cuny et al. also proposed to use improved

atomic charges that go beyond the Mulliken charges used in the original formulation of the

SCC-DFTB hamiltonian.61 The proposed scheme, referred to as weighted Mulliken (WMull)

charges, introduces a nonsymmetric distribution of the overlapping densities between two

centers. It was originally proposed to improve the SCC-DFTB description of water ice.63

This description of atomic charges was shown to significantly improve the liquid water struc-

turing with respect to the original formulation of SCC-DFTB. Furthermore, the authors also

considered for the first time the influence of NQEs using the PIMD scheme in conjunction

with SCC-DFTB. As in the DFT framework, this leads to a slight decrease of the struc-

turing of gOH(r) and gHH(r) with respect to classical SCC-DFTB simulations, but without

significantly improving the overall agreement with experimental RDFs. Finally, Goyal and

co-workers proposed to go beyond second-order DFTB by considering various formulations

of third-order DFTB (DFTB3) to model liquid water.64,65 None of them succeeds in a real

improvement of the description of liquid water except when the O-H repulsive potential is

optimised following the aforementioned procedure.

Prompted by the hereabove mentioned studies that allowed to significantly improve the
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DFTB description of liquid water modifying (i) the O-H repulsive potential using the IBI

process and (ii) the definition of atomic charges using the WMull scheme, we demonstrate

in the present article that combining both approaches enables us to go a step further in the

improvement of the description of liquid water at the SCC-DFTB level. In particular, we

discuss in details technical issues related to the IBI process and its range of applications.

We also demonstrate for the first time how a O-H repulsive potential can be obtained from

PIMD simulations without double-counting NQEs. The paper is organized as follows: the

computational methods and simulations details employed in the article are described in

section 2. The different potentials we obtained and their performances on various properties

are presented and discussed in section 3. We finally conclude on the actual status of the

SCC-DFTB description of liquid water and ways of potential improvements.

2 METHODS

SCC-DFTB Framework and Potential. The SCC-DFTB method is an approximate

DFT scheme in the Kohn–Sham orbital based formalism of which a detailed description can

be found in the original founding papers.54,55 The SCC-DFTB hamiltonian can be derived

from DFT through a second-order Taylor expansion of the total DFT energy around a

reference density. By doing so, one obtains the following equation for the SCC-DFTB total

energy:

ESCC−DFTB =
∑
i,µ,ν

niciµciνH
0
µν +

1

2

∑
a,b

γabqaqb +
∑
ab

Erep(Rab) (1)

where the first term is usually referred to as the band energy term, with ni the occupa-

tion of orbital i and H0
µν the DFT Kohn–Sham operator matrix element computed at the

reference density. These matrix elements are pre-calculated parametrized integrals which

provides to SCC-DFTB, in addition to the use of a minimal atomic valence basis set {ϕµ},

its computational efficiency. In this study, we used the mio-set for the Slater–Koster tables
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of integrals.54

We detail in the following the last two terms of eq. 1, relevant for the present work. The

second term of eq. 1 is the second-order term in the Taylor expansion, which is expressed

as a function of the atomic charges qa and qb. γab is the γ matrix element that depends on

the atomic Hubbard parameters Ua and Ub. In the original formulation of SCC-DFTB, the

atomic charges qa and qb are computed within the Mulliken scheme. This can be refined using

an improved definition of atomic charges such as the WMull scheme described below. The

last term of eq. 1 is the repulsive energy expressed as a sum over interatomic repulsive terms

Erep(Rab) that, in the mio-set of the Slater–Koster tables, take the form of spline functions.

They can be obtained by fitting the difference between an energy reference calculation and

the band and second-order energy terms. Finally, to improve description of intermolecular

interactions, empirical terms has been added to the SCC-DFTB potential to account for

dispersion interactions,66,67 with atomic C6 parameters derived from the study by Wu and

Yang 68 .

As discussed in the introduction, SCC-DFTB in its original formulation provides a poor

description of liquid water. In the following, we describe in details the two parameters that

are optimized in the present work in order to improve this description (i) the atomic charges

and (ii) the repulsive O-H potential.

-(i)- Weighted Mulliken Charges. The use of the default Mulliken charges in the

SCC-DFTB scheme does not allow for a satisfactory description of liquid water. As men-

tioned in the introduction, in order to improve its description, Cuny et al. proposed to

replace them by the Weighted Mulliken charges (quoted hereater WMull and initially pro-

posed by Michoulier et al.63) which introduce a non symmetric bias directly into the Mulliken

repartition of the overlapping density:61

ϕµ(r)ϕν(r) ≈
1

2
Sµν((1 + tµν)|ϕµ(r)|2 + (1− tµν)|ϕν(r)|2) (2)

where the parameter tµν is introduced to modify the distribution of charges between the
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two centers µ and ν. tµν is a free empirical parameter that ranges from -1 to 1 and describes

the polarity of a given chemical bond. For liquid water, the impact of the tOH value has been

studied in details by Cuny et al. 61 and has been shown to be optimal for tOH=0.28. Even

though the use of tOH improves the structuring of liquid water at medium and long range

distances, it leads to a too high first peak of gOO(r). This results in an overstructuration at

short distance that needs to be compensated for.

-(ii)- Iterative Boltzmann Inversion and Repulsive Potential. Another way to

improve the description of liquid water is to tune repulsive potentials by means of the iterative

Boltzmann inversion process (IBI).59,60,62 Applied in the present context, the aim of the IBI

process is to self-consistently fit a RDF computed at the SCC-DFTB level to a reference

RDF by adjusting one or several repulsive potentials used in the SCC-DFTB simulation. If

successful, this process allows to determine the repulsive potentials that lead to computed

RDFs equal to the reference RDFs. Although several reference RDFs can be considered, as

done for instance by Lourenço et al. 60 , we have considered only the experimental gOH(r)

of Soper 69 as the reference RDF and thus only optimized the repulsive O-H potential.The

initial repulsive O-H potential is from the mio set of parameters.54

In the IBI process, the central quantity to evaluate is gOH(r), which is calculated by:

gOH(r) =
Ω

4πr2
pOH(r) (3)

where pOH(r) is the probability density of finding a hydrogen atom at a certain distance r

from an oxygen atom and Ω is the volume of the simulated unit cell. The probability density

pOH(r) is extracted from MD trajectories and the Boltzmann inversion then relates gOH(r)

to the Helmholtz free energy:70

FOH(r) = −kBT ln(gOH(r)) + C (4)

Therefore, Erep is modified using the IBI scheme following:
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Ei+1
rep (r) = Ei

rep(r) + kBT ln(
giOH(r)

gexpOH(r)
) (5)

where giOH(r) and gexpOH(r) are the computed and reference RDFs, respectively, at distance r.

Ei
rep(r) is the O-H repulsive potential at distance r at the ith iteration, kB the Boltzmann

constant and T the temperature.

We proceeded to the iterative update of Ei
rep(r) using the following procedure: using

Ei
rep(r), an MD simulation is run (see below for computational details). From this simu-

lation, giOH(r) is evaluated as well as the
giOH(r)

gexpOH(r)
ratio. According to eq. 5, a new Ei+1

rep (r)

function is calculated and used to perform a new MD simulation at iteration i + 1. The

repulsive potential is defined as consecutive splines of 3rd degree polynomial functions, each

defined by four parameters. The constant value of each polynomial function is first updated,

then the derivative constant is updated to follow the previous modifications and the last

two parameters of the polynomial functions are modified to insure continuity and derivative

continuity of the repulsive potential. The iterative procedure is stopped after few modifica-

tions of the potential (∼ 12 iterations) and the potential that leads to the closest giOH(r) to

gexpOH(r) is kept to go further.

Achieving convergence is not straightforward due to stability issues, resulting from the

presence of the
giOH(r)

gexpOH(r)
term, that have to be considered. Two main problems may indeed

occur. First, giOH(r) is or becomes equal to 0 at a distance r that is inside the fitting range,

i.e. the range of distances where Ei
rep(r) is adjusted. E

i
rep(r) can not be modified any more

at this distance r and the IBI procedure fails. Second, giOH(r) is too small as compared

to gexpOH(r). This results in a large negative modification of the potential for the considered

distance, and the IBI procedure fails too. Considering the overall shape of giOH(r) and

gexpOH(r), both issues occur mainly at short distances which necessitate to define with care the

fitting range of the repulsive potential. For completeness, we thus considered two distinct

fitting ranges over which Ei
rep(r) could be adjusted. In both cases, an automatic procedure

does not necessarily insure continuity of the repulsive potential at the junction between the
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fitting range and shorter distances. In order to correct this tedious point, continuity was

maintained manually after the aforementioned ∼12 modifications of the potential and a new

round of iterative procedure is performed. Convergence is achieved when both the shape of

the repulsive potential and the behaviour at the junction of the fitting range do not evolve

any more.

The IBI approach was first employed for r values between 1.59 and 4.00 Å. Considering

only distances larger than 1.59 Å ensures the stability of the algorithm by excluding the

beginning of the first intermolecular peak of gOH(r). Continuity was maintained between

1.05 and 1.59 Å considering a third degree polynomial function and using a variable change

to fit the shape of the initial potential. In the following, the repulsive potential obtained

using this approach will be noted Eopt
rep. Second, the IBI process was employed in the range

1.93 to 5.54 Å. Continuity was maintained between 1.73 and 1.97 Å in the same way. This

second approach was considered in order to counteract issues appearing in the evaluation of

proton transfer energy barrier using Eopt
rep (see Section 3.2 ). The repulsive potential obtained

using this approach is noted E’optrep in the following.

Several studies have demonstrated the significant impact of NQEs on gOH(r) of liquid

water.7 Consequently, when considering as reference RDF the experimental gOH(r), NQEs

are intrinsically accounted for in this reference. Using a classical MD trajectory in the

IBI process thus biases the shape of the repulsive potential by artificially including the

contribution of NQEs in this potential. If used to perform a PIMD simulation, NQEs will

then be double counted. This can be avoided using PIMD trajectories in the optimization

procedure of the repulsive potential. This was done following the first recipe described above

and the resulting potential is noted Eopt−PIMD
rep .

Computational Details. All simulations were performed with the deMonNano code,71

and consisted in 64 water molecules in a 12.42 Å cubic cell. The optimization of the repul-

sive potential follows the methodology described above and was performed in the canonical

ensemble at 300 K.
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In the case of classical simulations, i.e. to optimize Eopt
rep and E’optrep, a Nose-Hoover chain

of five thermostats with frequencies of 800 cm−1 and a 0.5 fs timestep were used.72–74 A

preliminary rough optimization of the repulsive O-H potential was performed considering

10 ps between the first 5 iterations. Then a finer optimization was made considering 40 ps

between each optimization of the repulsive potential. This led to an evaluation of giOH(r)

considering 20000 and 80000 frames, respectively. The converged gOH(r), gOO(r) and gHH(r)

presented and discussed in section 3 were calculated in the NVT ensemble using the same

thermostat, a 0.2 fs timestep, 10 ps of equilibration, 50 ps of production, and the final

repulsive O-H potentials.

The Eopt−PIMD
rep repulsive potential was optimized using PIMD simulations.7 They were

performed using the interface between the deMonNano code and the i-PI code developed by

Ceriotti et al.61,75 For the optimization, simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble

using the PIGLET thermostat,76,77 8 replicas and a 0.5 fs timestep. This formalism allows

to use a lower number of replicas as compared to conventional PIMD simulations. The

friction and diffusion matrix defining the PIGLET thermostat were automatically generated

using the GLE4MD website.78 The optimization process was performed with 10 ps between

each iteration and discontinuity issues were handled as detailed above. 20000 frames were

considered for the evaluation of each RDF. The optimized Eopt−PIMD
rep potential was further

used to performed classical simulations following the computational details as for classical

MD and PIMD simulations as described above.

Determination of Structural, Dynamics and Thermodynamics Properties. We

first calculated oxygen-oxygen-oxygen triplet angular distribution functions, POOO(θ). To

do so, for each oxygen atom Oi, we considered the angles involving atom Oi and the pair

of oxygen atoms displaying distances lower than 3.25 Å from atom Oi. The distribution is

then normalised such as
∫ π

0
POOO(θ)sin(θ)dθ = 1.

Two other properties were also considered, the self-diffusion coefficient and heat of vapor-

ization, that were obtained from simulations performed in the micro-canonical ensemble. To
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do so, random (r,p) initial conditions were selected from 100 ps NVT simulations and those

with an instantaneous temperature close to 300 K were kept as starting configurations to

further conduct 100 ps NVE trajectories. Between 6 and 8 NVE simulations were conducted

for each set of parameters considered below. The self-diffusion coefficient and the heat of

vaporization were then calculated for each NVE simulation and the final values reported in

this work result from the average of all values obtained from the individual NVE simulations.

The heat of vaporization ∆Hvap was computed according to the following equation:

∆Hvap = −Eint +RT (6)

where Eint is the mean intermolecular interaction energy computed as:

Eint =
< En > −(nEgas)

n
(7)

where < En > is the total mean SCC-DFTB potential energy extracted from the NVE

simulations, Egas is the energy of an isolated optimized water molecule computed at the

same level of theory, n is the number of water molecules in the simulation. The self-diffusion

coefficient was determined as the slope of the mean-square displacement as a function of

time:

D = lim
t→∞

⟨|r(t)− r(0)|2⟩
6t

(8)

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Radial Distribution Functions

In this section, we present and discuss the gOO(r), gOH(r) and gHH(r) RDFs obtained from

the different sets of repulsive potentials Eopt
rep, E’

opt
rep and Eopt−PIMD

rep optimized as described in

section 2.
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Figure 1: gOH(r) (top), gOO(r) (middle), gHH(r) (bottom) obtained at 300 K for liquid water
using the original SCC-DFTB scheme (purple), the WMull scheme with tOH=0.28 (green),
the WMull scheme with tOH=0.28 and Eopt

rep (blue) compared to experimental results from
Soper (dashed black lines).69 The RDFs computed with the same WMull charges (tOH=0.28)
and Eopt−PIMD

rep are also displayed (dashed red lines).
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Eopt
rep Potential and WMull Scheme. Figure 1 provides a comparison between gOO(r),

gOH(r) and gHH(r) functions obtained using the original SCC-DFTB hamiltonian, theWMull

scheme with tOH=0.28, the WMull scheme with tOH=0.28 in combination Eopt
rep or E

opt−PIMD
rep .

For comparison, experimental gOO(r), gOH(r) and gHH(r) RDFs from Soper 69 are also drawn.

Only the RDFs for tOH=0.28 are reported in Figure 1 but other tOH values were tested (0.0,

0.1, 0.2, 0.28, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, see Figures S1, S2 and S3 in the SI).

As previously stated, original SCC-DFTB (using Mulliken charges) exhibits issues in

the description of liquid water that we remind here. First, considering the gOO(r) curve, it

leads to a lack of structuring at medium and long range distance resulting in the absence

of minimum around 3.3 Å, an ill-defined second solvation shell and a too wide first peak.

Overall, gOH(r) displays the correct shape but the maximum of the first peak is slightly

too low, the first minimum is too high, there is a small shift in the position of the second

maximum, which also has an overestimated value. As for gHH(r) there are some differences

with a first peak slightly shifted and an underestimated value, a first minimum too high

and a slight shift for the second maximum which is also too low. These discrepancies where

previously discussed,58–61 and lead to poor dynamical properties such as the self-diffusion

coefficient of water. It was computed to be 1.11±0.04 Å2.ps−1 although it was measured at

0.23 Å2.ps−1 experimentally,79 which can be related to the lack of structuration of gOO(r)

at medium and long distances. As explained in section 2, the replacement of the Mulliken

charges by the WMull scheme improved the description of liquid water,61 the tOH parameter

being empirical and describing the polarity of the O-H covalent bond. tOH=0.28 was found

to be the best value, leading to a better structuring at medium and long range distances at

the cost of an over-structuring of the first solvation shell, which corresponds to the first peak

at around 2.75 Å on gOO(r).

Further optimizing the O-H repulsive potential finally leads to a very accurate gOH(r)

RDF even at short distance, i.e. in between 1.4 and 1.8 Å, which is a very tedious region

regarding the IBI optimization procedure (see section 2). Indeed, even in the gOH(r) curves
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provided in the studies by Goyal et al. 65 and Lourenço et al. 60 , this region of the gOH(r)

RDF is not properly reproduced, which certainly results from the convergence issues of

the IBI process discussed in section 2. Overall, we reach a better agreement between the

theoretical and reference gOH(r) than in those two previous studies. As expected, the IBI

process applied on the O-H repulsive potential combined with the WMull scheme also greatly

improves the gOO(r) function, without explicitly modifying the O-O repulsive potential as

performed for instance by Lourenço et al. 60 . Combination of Eopt
rep and WMull scheme corrects

the over- structuring at short distance while increasing the structuration at medium and long

distances. This results in a gOO(r) curve that fits well the experimental one. However, the

agreement is not perfect, as the second maximum is shifted and slightly too high while the

first minimum is too low as compared to the reference RDF. This could be corrected by

also fitting the O-O repulsive potential as done by Lourenço et al. 60 , who obtained a good

agreement between theoretical and reference gOO(r). The curves of Goyal et al. 65 display

similar discrepancies as ours but in a seemingly less pronounced way. gHH(r) presents the

most differences with the experimental curve. Indeed, the first maximum is slightly too high

and is shifted towards smaller distances. More importantly, the calculated gHH(r) curve is

significantly lower than the experimental one in between 1.5 and 3.2 Å. It is worth mentioning

that over this range, the WMull potential with tOH=0.28 and no modification of the repulsive

potential performs much better. For larger distances, the two sets of functions become similar

with Eopt
rep while a clear difference exists when considering WMull only. Previous studies did

not discuss the shape of gHH(r), it is thus not possible to conclude how the present potential

performs as compared to others. However one can observe an overall good agreement despite

an obvious higher sensitivity of gHH(r).

Similar RDFs were obtained using other tOH values in combination with Eopt
rep. In that

case, a Eopt
rep repulsive potential is optimized specifically for each tOH value. The results

are presented in Figures S1, S2 and S3 of the SI. As can be seen, despite the significant

impact of the tOH value on the three sets of RDFs (see reference61), providing an optimized
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Eopt
rep potential specifically optimized for each value leads to very similar gOO(r), gOH(r) and

gHH(r) functions although the specific shape of each Eopt
rep potential varies. Eopt

rep potentials

obtained for different tOH values are reported in Figure 2. As can be seen, the IBI process

results in a non-physical attractive part in the O-H repulsive potential at short distances.

This also appears in the potentials generated in the work of Doemer et al. 62 . The higher

the tOH parameter, the deeper is the hollow at short distance of the potential centred at

∼1.35 Å. This distance corresponds exactly to the beginning of the experimental gOH(r)

curve, it thus results from the fitting of the O-H intermolecular region at short distance that

is not described by the original SCC-DFTB potential. This non-physical behaviour highlights

a failure of the SCC-DFTB model to accurately describe hydrogen bonds in liquid water,

probably due to the lack of atomic polarisability in this model, that is compensated for in the

fitting procedure. As expected, the higher the tOH parameter, the higher is the maximum

of the repulsive potential, in between 1.75 and 1.8 Å, to compensate for the increasing

structuring of the first solvation shell resulting from the WMull scheme. Finally, although

repulsive potentials are expected to be short-range in the original SCC-DFTB formulation,

a repulsive contribution up to 3.5 Å is observed after optimization, again, compensating for

short-comings of the SCC-DFTB formalism.

Eopt−PIMD
rep Potential and WMull Scheme. As expected, the gOH(r) function obtained

from a PIMD simulation using the Eopt−PIMD
rep potential, obtained through fitting considering

PIMD simulations, in combination with WMull, is very close to the gOH(r) curve discussed

above, i.e. obtained with a classical MD simulation using the Eopt
rep potential (see Figure 1).

The only difference is a slight shift towards smaller distances of the first maximum. The

gOO(r) functions are also very close with a slight increase of the first maximum. Finally,

the differences are more pronounced for gHH(r). As expected, the peak below 2.0 Å, which

is intermolecular, is broader with PIMD simulations thanks to the inclusion of NQEs. At

larger distances, differences appear mainly in terms of amplitudes. The two maxima are

slightly lower with PIMD simulations while the minimum at ∼3 Å is slightly higher which
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Figure 2: (Top) O-H repulsive potential Eopt
rep optimized using the IBI procedure within the

WMull scheme with tOH=0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.28, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 compared to the initial O-H
repulsive potential Erep. (Bottom) O-H repulsive potential E’optrep optimized using the IBI
procedure within the WMull scheme with tOH=0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.28, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 compared
to the initial O-H repulsive potential Erep.
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make the gHH(r) curve obtained with the Eopt−PIMD
rep potential closer to the experimental

one. However, the main discrepancies remain.

Although the RDFs are overall similar, the shape of Eopt−PIMD
rep significantly differs from

Eopt
rep at the end of the IBI procedure. Indeed, as seen on Figure 3, below ∼1.8 Å, the

non-physical attractive part of Eopt−PIMD
rep is significantly reduced as compared to Eopt

rep. The

enhanced structural fluctuations resulting from the NQEs introduced by the PIMD formalism

leads to a broader first intermolecular peak in gOH(r). This partly corrects the difference

between theory and experimental reference in between 1.4 and 1.8 Å without modifying the

repulsive potential. This leads to a significantly weaker spurious attractive contribution in

Eopt−PIMD
rep than in Eopt

rep. Beyond 1.8 Å, the two repulsive potentials are rather similar.

For completeness, we have performed a classical MD simulation using the Eopt−PIMD
rep

potential and a PIMD simulation using Eopt
rep. The results are reported in Figure S4 in the

SI. As can be seen, the potentials are hardly transferable from one kind of simulation to

another. Indeed, using Eopt
rep in a PIMD simulation leads to an enormous shift of the first

peak of gOH(r) and gOO(r) resulting from an overpopulation of the non-physical attractive

part of Eopt
rep. In contrast, the use of Eopt−PIMD

rep in a classical MD simulation is less of an issue

except for the first peak of gOH(r) that displays a bimodal shape due to an underpopulation

of the attractive part of Eopt−PIMD
rep . This further demonstrates the sensitivity of the results

to the shape of the repulsive potential in the 1.4-1.8 Å range.

E’optrep Potential and WMull Scheme. As mentioned in section 2, we also optimized

the O-H repulsive potential restricting the modifications to distances larger than 1.73 Å in

order to avoid the difficulties discussed above. This potential is referred to E’optrep. E’
opt
rep avoids

the non-physical attractive part of Eopt
rep and, as will be explained in section 3.2, restores the

proton energy transfer barrier. Figure 4 reports only results for tOH=0.28 but the values

0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.28, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 were also tested. The corresponding curves are provided

in the SI (Figure S5, S6 and S7). It is worth mentioning that no optimization of E’optrep

was performed using PIMD simulations. Indeed, as the main effect of including NQEs in
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Figure 3: Optimized repulsive O-H potentials Eopt
rep (blue curve), Eopt−PIMD

rep (dashed red
curve) and E’optrep (red curve) obtained within the WMull scheme with tOH=0.28. The initial
repulsive potential Erep is drawn in purple.
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the optimisation process is to correct spurious behaviours in the 1.4-1.8 Å range, it is not

relevant to consider it for E’optrep.

Overall, considering this second range of fitting of the repulsive potential, the IBI process

leads to similar effects on the g(r) curves as seen on Figure 4. First, as compared to the

WMull scheme alone, the first peak of gOH(r) is less structured and the first minimum

is lower. The resulting gOH(r) curve agrees very well with the experimental one except for

distances below 1.6 Å. For gOO(r), the structuration at medium and long distance is increased

compared to the WMull scheme and the overstructuration at short distance is damped. The

gOO(r) curve displays similar defects as the one obtained with Eopt
rep in the 3.2-5.0 Å range.

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental gHH(r) curves is much better as

compared to Eopt
rep as E’

opt
rep even improves the results obtained with the WMull scheme alone.

This demonstrates that the modification of the repulsive O-H potential at short distances

deteriorates in turn gHH(r). As seen in Figures S5, S6 and S7 in the SI, the same results are

obtained whatever the tOH value.

As seen on the bottom of Figure 2, E’optrep is more repulsive than the original potential over

all the fitting range. In particular, it displays a stronger repulsive contribution in between

1.6-2.0 Å, which becomes stronger when tOH increases. This potential does not differ from

the original SCC-DFTB potential in the short distance range involved in the proton transfer

energy barrier. Consequently, it does not contain any attractive part and is overall more

repulsive than Eopt
rep.

3.2 Other Properties

In order to assess the quality of the newly proposed O-H repulsive potentials (Eopt
rep, E

opt−PIMD
rep

and E’optrep) in combination with WMull charges, they were applied to the calculation of

additional properties. We considered the oxygen-oxygen-oxygen triplet angular distribution

function POOO(θ) (see Figure 5), the self-diffusion coefficient (see Table 1), the heat of

vaporization (see Table 2) and the proton transfer energy barrier (see Figure 6).
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Figure 4: gOH(r) (top), gOO(r) (middle), gHH(r) (bottom) obtained at 300 K for classical
liquid water with SCC-DFTB, WMull scheme with tOH=0.28, WMull scheme with tOH=0.28
and E’optrep compared to experimental results from Soper.69
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Oxygen-Oxygen-Oxygen Triplet Angular Distribution Function. As can be seen

in Figure 5, the experimental oxygen-oxygen-oxygen triplet angular distribution function,

POOO(θ),
80 shows a broad peak centred at ∼101◦. This evidences that water molecules

undergo an overall tetrahedral environment in their first solvation shell although this local

tetrahedral network is more distorted in liquid water than in crystalline ice. The distribu-

tion also displays a characteristic shoulder at ∼60◦ which originates from highly distorted

hydrogen bond configurations in the first coordination shell of the water molecules. For the

sake of completeness, POOO(θ) obtained at the PBE level and reported by DiStasio et al.

is also reported in Figure 5 in order to compare the present results to the signature of an

overstructured liquid water.38 So, at the PBE level, the main peak is too close to the perfect

tetrahedral angle of 109.5◦, the distribution is too narrow, and the shoulder at ∼60◦ is sig-

nificantly reduced, which is reminiscent of the overstructuration of liquid water at this level

of theory.81 In contrast, at the original SCC-DFTB level, the distribution is too wide and

the local tetrahedral network is too disordered. By considering the WMull scheme only with

tOH=0.28, the network is more structured but POOO(θ) is still too wide as compared to the

experimental one. However, the combination of Eopt
rep and WMull charges leads to a POOO(θ)

in very good agreement with the experiment. Indeed, the maximum of the distribution is at

the correct position, the shoulder at ∼60◦ is well reproduced and the two curves, although

not perfectly equal, are very close to each other over all the angular range. The same be-

haviour is obtained considering the E’optrep potential that leads to a slightly wider distribution

with a reduced main peak. The Eopt−PIMD
rep potential combined with the WMull scheme and

a PIMD simulation leads to a POOO(θ) curve that is very close to the one obtained with Eopt
rep

and a classical MD simulation. Overall, the three potentials lead to a significant improve-

ment with respect to original SCC-DFTB with distributions that are quantitatively close to

the experimental one. This statement is also true for other tOH values that all lead to similar

POOO(θ) curves as can be seen in Figure S8 in the SI. This demonstrates that optimizing the

O-H repulsive potential based on RDFs reference also improves three-body correlations and
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the tetrahedrality around water molecules. This can be further demonstrated by looking at

the tetrahedral order parameter q calculated as:

q = 1− 3

8

3∑
i=1

4∑
j=i+1

(
cos θij +

1

3

)2

(9)

The experimental q value is 0.576,80 and the PBE value reported by DiStasio et al.

is 0.78.38 As expected, the original SCC-DFTB q value is 0.27, reminiscent of the lake of

structuration at this level of theory, and 0.31 when considering WMull only (tOH=0.28).

When Eopt
rep, E’

opt
rep and Eopt−PIMD

rep are considered in combination with WMull, the q value

becomes equal to 0.55, 0.54 and 0.57, respectively, so quite close to the experimental value.

Self-Diffusion Coefficient. The self-diffusion coefficient values (D) drop when using

WMull charges as compared to the original SCC-DFTB potential (1.1 Å2.ps−1, see Table 1)

and this is true with or without considering an optimized O-H repulsive potential. This is in

line with the increase in the structuring of the gOO(r) curve at short and medium distances

(see Figure 1), which leads to an enhanced difficulty for the molecules to move. The effect

of the optimized O-H repulsive potential is more difficult to rationalize. Indeed, as can be

noticed in Table 1, variation of D values does not follow any law as a function of tOH . This

shows that the specific optimization of the O-H repulsive potential for each tOH removes

any direct correlation between tOH and D. In spite of this, when considering SCC-DFTB

with WMull only (tOH=0.28), D falls to 0.50 Å2.ps−1, i.e. slightly more than twice the

experimental value (0.23 Å2.ps−1).79 When considering Eopt
rep, this value decreases in all cases

but one (tOH=0.1, D=0.58 Å2.ps−1) with D values ranging from 0.34 to 0.42 Å2.ps−1, i.e.

higher but closer to the experimental value. This highlights that, similarly to POOO(θ), an

improvement of the RDFs results in a slight improvement of the D value although a perfect

agreement is hardly reachable in that case. This statement can be further supported by the

work of Lourenço et al. which optimized O-O and O-H potentials lead to D values about

twice lower than the experimental one at 298 K, despite gOO(r) and gOH(r) curves close to

the experimental ones.60 More importantly, in this study, considering optimized O-O and O-
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Figure 5: The oxygen-oxygen-oxygen triplet angular distribution function POOO(θ) of liquid
water obtained with original SCC-DFTB (purple), WMull charges (tOH=0.28) with the
original repulsive O-H potential (green), WMull charges (tOH=0.28) in combination with
Eopt
rep (blue), E’optrep (plain red) and Eopt−PIMD

rep within a PIMD simulation (dashed red). DFT
results using the PBE functional (dashed green)38 and experimental results (dashed black)80

are also reported for comparison.
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H potentials do not significantly modify the D value obtained with the original SCC-DFTB

formulation. Considering E’optrep leads to even smaller modifications of D with values ranging

from 0.42 to 0.56 Å2.ps−1. The D value obtained with Eopt−PIMD
rep in combination with a

classical MD simulation falls in the range of values obtained with Eopt
rep. Overall, considering

the standard deviations we obtained, all three optimized potentials lead to similar D values

which highlights the difficulty to reach perfect agreement with the experiment using our

optimization procedure only. Furthermore, finite size effects have not been taken into account

here, although they can be important for the computation of self-diffusion coefficients. A

more detailed study on this property would thus necessitate simulations on larger unit cells.

Table 1: Self-diffusion coefficients in Å2.ps−1 determined for liquid water at
300 K. Mean values D and standard deviations σ obtained for tOH values be-
tween 0.0 and 0.5 in combination with Eopt

rep (bold) and E’optrep (italic). Values
obtained with Eopt−PIMD

rep in combination with WMull charges (tOH=0.28) within
a classical MD simulation is also provideda as well as values for WMull charges
(tOH=0.28) only. Original SCC-DFTBb,58 and experimentalc,79 values are also
reported for comparison.

Methods D σ
0.0 0.40/0.51 0.13/0.15
0.1 0.58/0.56 0.11/0.10
0.2 0.42/0.42 0.11/0.08
0.28 0.39/0.49 0.11/0.07
0.3 0.34/0.53 0.09/0.14
0.4 0.35/0.44 0.07/0.06
0.5 0.40/0.43 0.09/0.08

Eopt−PIMD a

rep 0.39 0.06
SCC-DFTB/0.28 0.50 0.07

SCC-DFTBb 1.1 0.04
Exp.c 0.23

Heat of Vaporization. Obtaining an accurate value for the heat of vaporization, ∆Hvap,

of liquid water remains an issue at the SCC-DFTB level as previously mentioned by Goyal

et al..65 As can be seen in Table 2, although the experimental value was measured to be

10.50 kcal.mol−1, the SCC-DFTB value computed with the original hamiltonian amounts to

only 4.09 kcal.mol−1. Considering the WMull charges with tOH=0.28 leads to an increase of
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∆Hvap up to 8.13 kcal.mol−1. Optimizing in addition the O-H repulsive potential system-

atically leads to a decrease of ∆Hvap. For instance, considering Eopt
rep in combination with

tOH=0.28, ∆Hvap falls to 6.12 kcal.mol−1. Overall, when using both WMull charges and Eopt
rep,

the increase of tOH leads to an increase of ∆Hvap even though for the highest considered tOH

value, tOH=0.5, ∆Hvap remains lower than 8.13 kcal.mol−1. Considering Eopt−PIMD
rep instead

of Eopt
rep only slightly improves the agreement with the experiment as ∆Hvap increases by only

0.51 kcal.mol−1. ∆Hvap values computed using E’optrep are much too low, even leading to a

non cohesive liquid for tOH values smaller than 0.2. The decrease of ∆Hvap optimizing the

repulsive O-H potential can be explained by the shape of the latter. Indeed, Eopt
rep is much

more repulsive than the original potential (see Figure 3) which thus promotes vaporization.

This effect is even more pronounced for E’optrep that is more repulsive than Eopt
rep. The trends

obtained for ∆Hvap can be rationalized when looking at the evolution of the water dimer

intermolecular binding energy, D0, computed using the same set of parameters (see Table S1

in the SI). These values are found lower than the experimental value of 3.16 kcal.mol−1,82

and, as expected, increase with tOH due to stronger electrostatic interactions. Similarly, the

dipole moment of the isolated water molecule is found to be too low for the lowest tOH value,

i.e. 1.58 D, and increases up to 2.21 D when increasing tOH , the experimental value being

1.85 D.83 More interestingly, the values are the same whatever the considered O-H potential,

Eopt
rep, E’

opt
rep or Eopt−PIMD

rep . This demonstrates that the dipole moment of the isolated water

molecule is only determined by the tOH value while the intermolecular binding energy results

from a balance between the actual shape of the O-H repulsive potential and the tOH value.

The former being too repulsive in all cases, it can only lead to underestimated values of

∆Hvap as was previously highlighted by Goyal and co-workers.65 In contrast to the other

considered properties, D and POOO(θ), this shows that the improvement of structural and

dynamics properties does not necessarily lead to satisfactory energetics. However, the com-

bination of WMull and Eopt
rep still improves the results with respect to the original SCC-DFTB

hamiltonian.
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Table 2: Heat of vaporization in kcal.mol−1 determined at 300 K. Mean values
∆H and standard deviations σ obtained for tOH values between 0.0 and 0.5 in
combination with Eopt

rep (bold) and E’optrep (italic). Values obtained with Eopt−PIMD
rep in

combination with WMull charges (tOH=0.28) within a classical MD simulation
is also provideda as well as values for WMull charges (tOH=0.28) only. Original
SCC-DFTBb,58 and experimentalc,84 values are also reported for comparison.

Methods ∆Hvap σ
0.0 5.07/-0.33 0.12/0.12
0.1 4.99/-3.73 0.12/0.08
0.2 6.09/0.39 0.12/0.10
0.28 6.12/0.18 0.14/0.06
0.3 7.09/1.98 0.12/0.11
0.4 7.24/3.30 0.10/0.09
0.5 7.81/4.34 0.08/0.09

Eopt−PIMD a

rep 6.63 0.05
SCC-DFTB/0.28 8.13 0.07

SCC-DFTBb 4.09
Exp.c 10.50

Proton Transfer Energy Barrier. Finally, a static property that needs to be well

described as soon as reactivity in liquid water is considered is the proton transfer energy

barrier (PTEB). Figure 6 shows that the PTEB obtained with the Mulliken description of

charges is highly underestimated compared to MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ with respective values 0.16

and 1.90 kcal.mol−1. Moreover, the Mulliken curve displays a plateau-like shape which is not

the case at the MP2 level. Using improved WMull charges was shown to increase this barrier

with respect to original SCC-DFTB.61 It rises to 1.00 kcal.mol−1 but the plateau-like shape

remains. Considering Eopt
rep leads to the absence of barrier. This can be explained because the

O-H distances involved are between 1.0 and 1.6 Å which corresponds to the distances involved

in the strongly attractive part of the optimized potential. Other considered properties:

POOO(θ), D and ∆Hvap, were not impacted by this spurious behaviour of Eopt
rep, but it strongly

influence the PTEB. This highlights the difficulty to optimize the potential to fit structural

properties while preserving local properties such as the PTEB. In contrast, Eopt−PIMD
rep leads

to the best PTEB. Indeed, it does not only re-establish the PTEB as compared to Eopt
rep,
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but also provides the highest value and best estimate: 1.13 kcal.mol−1. It also corrects the

plateau-like shape. This better behaviour comes from the strongly attenuated attractive

part of the Eopt−PIMD
rep potential compared to Eopt

rep. Finally, the E’optrep curve is similar to the

one obtained with WMull only (tOH=0.28) as, by construction, both repulsive potentials are

identical at short distances involved in the proton transfer.

Figure 6: Proton transfer energy barrier obtained with WMull scheme tOH=0.28 only (green),
WMull tOH=0.28 in combination with Eopt

rep (blue), Eopt−PIMD
rep (dashed red) and E’optrep (red).

The curves obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ (dashed black) and original SCC-DFTB
(violet) level are provided for comparison.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we combined the use of improved atomic charges and optimized O-H repul-

sive potential through the Iterative Boltzmann Inversion process in order to improve the
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description of liquid water using the SCC-DFTB formalism. The use of WMull charges en-

ables a better description of bond polarisation and its main macroscopic effect is to increase

the structuring of the gOO(r) RDF, leading to a better agreement with experimental data.

However, this also leads to an over-structuring of the gOO(r) RDF at short distances. This

is counteracted combining WMull charges with the IBI process to optimize the O-H repul-

sive potential, leading to several sets of parameters. The O-H repulsive potential was first

optimized including short O-H distances (WMull, Eopt
rep). This led to very accurate RDFs as

well as improvements on the self-diffusion coefficient, oxygen-oxygen-oxygen triplet angular

distribution function and heat of vaporization. However it significantly deteriorates of the

proton transfer energy barrier due to a spurious attractive contribution in the potential at

short distances. Considering the optimization of the O-H repulsive potential at longer dis-

tances (WMull, E’optrep) enables to recover the proton transfer energy barrier but deteriorates

the heat of vaporization while gOH(r) is less accurate at short distances. In spite of this,

these two sets of potentials improve significantly the overall description of liquid water even

though in both cases one property is deteriorated. This highlights the limitation of the SCC-

DFTB method to describe liquid water and demonstrates that an optimisation of the O-H

repulsive potential only can not fix all the shortcuts of this formalism. Indeed, the shape

of the O-H repulsive potentials we obtained displays an attractive part at short distances

which highlights that some physical contributions are not properly taken into account, such

as atomic polarization, or are taken into account in a fortuitous way, such as nuclear quantum

effects.

Regarding the latter, an alternative was to optimize the O-H repulsive potential within

the PIMD scheme to exclude the NQEs from the potential. While facilitating the optimi-

sation at short distances, this procedure also greatly limits the appearance of an attrac-

tive contribution at short distances. Consequently, in conjunction with the WMull charges

(WMull, Eopt−PIMD
rep ), this potential provides similar results as the first set of parameters

(WMull, Eopt
rep) for structural, dynamic and thermodynamic properties while recovering a
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large part of the proton transfer energy barrier. It therefore offers a good compromise to

study both structural and dynamical properties. Further testing of Eopt−PIMD
rep , as well as

Eopt
rep and E’optrep, would require, among others, simulations in the isothermal–isobaric (NPT)

ensemble to determine their ability to reproduce the density of liquid water at ambient

and higher temperatures. Again, this study highlights the tremendous difficulty to find a

unique potential to describe at the same time structural, energetic, dynamic and thermo-

dynamic properties of liquid water but satisfying compromises can be achieved as in the

case of Eopt−PIMD
rep . Future studies using these newly developed potentials will involve the

interface between liquid water and an inorganic solvent such as toluene which is of interest

in petroleum industry.

Supporting Information Available
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triplet angular distribution functions POOO(θ), and proton transfer energy barriers obtained

with Eopt
rep and E’optrep potentials in combination with varying values of tOH (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.28,

0.3, 0.4, 0.5). It also contains the intermolecular binding energies and zero-point energy

corrections for the water dimer in the gas phase as well as the dipole moment of the water

monomer obtained with Eopt
rep and E’optrep potentials in combination with varying values of tOH

(0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.28, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5). Finally, it contains gOH(r) RDFs obtained with Eopt−PIMD
rep

potential within classical and path-integral molecular dynamics simulations.
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